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The "unparalleled romantic adventure"* of Nalini Singh&apos;sÂ New York TimesÂ bestselling
series continues as a new dawn begins for the Psy-Changeling world...Â A staggering
transformation has put the Psy, humans, and changelings at a crossroads.Â The Trinity Accord
promises a new era of cooperation between disparate races and groups. It is a beacon of hope held
together by many hands: old enemies, new allies, wary loners.Â But a century of distrust and
suspicion can&apos;t be so easily forgotten, and it threatens to shatter Trinity from within at any
moment. As rival members vie for dominance, chaos and evil gather in the shadows and a
kidnapped woman&apos;s cry for help washes up in San Francisco, while the Consortium turns its
murderous gaze toward a child who is the embodiment of change, of love, of piercing hope: a child
who is both Psy...and changeling.Â Â To find the lost and protect the vulnerable - and to save Trinity
- no one can stand alone. This is a time of loyalty across divisions, of bonds woven into the heart
and the soul, of heroes known and unknown standing back to back and holding the line. But is an
allegiance of honor even possible with traitors lurking in their midst?Â *Publishers
WeeklyÂ onÂ Shards of Hope
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I have been trying for the last couple of years to be a bit more stingy with my 5 Star ratings since
giving a book that I enjoyed but was really 4 Stars a higher rating cheats those actual 5 Star novels
but this is not one of those times.Nalini Singh has crafted a novel here that is kind of a "catch up
with everyone" that we have been introduced to over the life of this 15 book series (and countless
novellas and short stories) but in spite of all the catching up we are allowed to do there are at least 4
or more major plot lines and she will solve a couple in this novel and make progress on others while
leaving us some hooks for the next book but never anything that looks like a cliff-hanger.We have a
kidnapping to prevent, a kidnap victim to save, a worldwide catastrophe to prevent and a lost love to
try and find and some will get fixed in this book and some won't but the main thing about this book
and most of her books IMHO is that when you finish you are happy, it is a warm feeling that she
conveys to her readers that even with conflict and occasional violence these are huge romances at
the heart of these novels.This may be a first in that there is no couple in this story as much as it is a
strengthening of the couples we have already met and some major movement in the overarching
story-lines of this series plus the introduction of a couple of people who might play some major parts
down the line.
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